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Abstract 
In this paper steganalysis technique is proposed on the basis of spectral 

domain analysis using Discrete Fourier Transform, Fast Fourier Transform Algorithm 
(DFT_FFTA). The aim from using this algorithm is to provide robust evidence for 
presence of hidden object in speech segment. The Discrete Wavelet Transform 
(DWT) is used to decompose the speech segment, 20 seconds in length. The speech is 
decomposed to the third level.  An image of 512x512 pixels embedded in the third 
level of the speech coefficients. Reverse Discrete Wavelet Transform (RDWT) is 
applied to get a speech with hidden object (image) called stego-speech. DFT_FFTA is 
used to analyze the stego-speech to discover an evidence of hidden object in the stego-
speech .Experimental results shows that the proposed algorithm is comparable to 
previously existing techniques and give very clear and strong indication for the 
existence of stego-object. 
Keywords: Wavelet transforms application, speech steganalysis.  

با%ستناد الى خوارزمية تحويل فوريير السريعةفي الك�م كشف المكونات المخفية 

الخ�صة 
مقطع من ك$م على اساس  في ھذه البحث تم اقتراح تقنية للكشف عن المكونات المخفية في

الھدف من استخدام ھذه . في باستخدام خوارزمية تحويل فوريير السريعة يتحليل المجال الط
حيث استخدمت  محولة .  الخوارزمّية ھو تقديم دليل متين على وجود مكون مخفي في مقطع من ك$م

استخدمت .الى المستوى الثالث  حلل الك$م. ثانية  20الموييجة المنفصلة لتحليل مقطع من ك$م مدته 
استخدم .  نقطة شاشة وضمنت في المستوى الثالث من مقطع الك$م  512x512صورة مكونة من 

تم استخدام . صورة ) يخفي ( معكوس محولة الموييجة المنفصلة للحصول على مقطع ك$م مضمن 
جود مكون مخفي في الك$م خوارزمية فوريير السريعة لتحليل الك$م المضمن 4كتشاف دليل على و

التجارب التي اجريت على استخدام ھذه الخوارزمية اعطت نتائج تشير بشكل واضح وقوي الى .
.النتائج قابلة للمقارنه مع ادبيات الموضوع المنشورة. وجود دليل على وجود جسم او مكون مخفي 

1. Introduction
teganography and steganalysis 
are new techniques of 
information security fields. The 

steganalysis techniques include 
attacking, detection and cracking 
technique. The study on steganalysis is 
focused on detection and attacking 

technique .There have been quite some 
efforts in the steganalysis of digital 
images .During the last decade ,many 
steganographic and steganalysis 
algorithms have been proposed 
[1],[2],[3],[4]. Goode and useful 
steganography algorithm is the one 
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which make the difference between the 
cover file and the stego-file is very 
hard to be noticeable or detectable by 
simple way and it is statistically 
similar to the clean file 
[5],[6],[7],[8],[9]. The steganography 
algorithm can be classified in two 
classes by its embedding domain: 
spatial domain embedding methods 
and frequency domain embedding 
methods .LSB embedding technique is 
one of the popular spatial domain 
embedding techniques. Spectra 
methods are the main of frequency 
domain embedding methods. They 
have some advantages and 
disadvantages with respect to spatial 
domain’s one. Principal advantage is 
robustness against simple statistical 
analysis and the principal disadvantage 
is the limitation of the amount of 
embedded data [10]. 

In this paper speech is consider as 
cover file. After hiding a secret object 
(image in this work) in the cover file 
(speech) we get speech with secret 
message. We call this stego- speech or 
simply stego which is transmitted to 
destination through popular 
communication channels. DFT_FFTA 
is used to analyze the stego-speech to 
discover an evidence of hidden object 
in the stego-speech. 
2. Steganalysis Technique [11], [5], 
[12] 

Steganalysis is the 
complement of steganography. 
Steganography refers to the science of 
“invisible “ communication. The main 
objective of steganography is to 
communicate securely in such a way 
that the true message is not visible to 

the observer .In another hand the main 
goal of steganalysis is to detect the 
presence of hidden (invisible ) object. 
Most steganalysis techniques search in 
presence of evidences refer to hidden 
object and the techniques utilizes to 
accomplish the process of hiding 
process. Once the presence of hidden 
object is detected ,the next goal will be 
to detect their exact contents. 
However, this is much harder problem 
than the detection of the evidence. In 
general there are two categories of 
steganalysis algorithms: special 
methods and universal methods.  
Special methods are devoted to certain 
steganographic method. Universal 
methods are designed for any 
information hiding schemes. Special 
methods are more accurate than 
universal ones, Universal blind 
steganalysis is even more difficult 
because analyzers can get no 
knowledge about the steganographic 
algorithms Universal steganalysis 
methods operated in wavelet domain 
often use statistical properties of 
wavelet coefficients. Most of them 
make use of linear prediction errors of 
wavelet coefficient magnitudes. The 
weight vectors of linear prediction in 
existing methods are usually optimized 
in the sense of statistical average. But 
in fact ,the weight vectors should be 
adjusted adaptively for different object 
, and even for different object regions. 
Steganalysis performance can be 
evaluated by efficiency, applicability, 
practicality and complexity.  
Efficiency is an important metric 
which reflects the accuracy of 
detection.  Applicability can be 
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measured by the kinds of 
steganoghraphy schemes that 
steganalysis can detect. Practicality 
reflects the application scope, 
automation and real time performance. 
Complexity can be evaluated by 
resource costs and software- hardware 
condition. 
3. Discrete Wavelet Technique (Dwt)    
  The transform of a signal is 
just another form of representing the 
signal. It does not change the 
information content present in the 
signal .The Discrete Wavelet 
Transform provides a compact 
representation of a signal in time and 
frequency that can be computed 
efficiently. In wavelet analysis, we 
often speak of approximations and 
details. The approximations are the 
high-scale, low-frequency components 
of the signal. The details are the low-
scale, high frequency components [13] 
The DWT is defined by the following 
equation:  

                                                 (1) 
 

 Where is a time function 
with finite energy and fast decay 
called the mother wavelet [14]. 
Equation (1) shows that it is possible 
to build a wavelet for any function by 
dilating the function   with a 
coefficient, and translating the 
resulting function on a grid whose 
interval is proportional to [15]. 
The DWT analysis can be performed 
using a fast, pyramidal algorithm 
related to multirate filter banks [16]. In 
the pyramidal algorithm the signal is 

analyzed at different frequency bands 
with different resolution by 
decomposing the signal into a coarse 
approximation and detail information. 
The coarse approximation is then 
further decomposed using the same 
wavelet decomposition step. This is 
achieved by successive high- pass 

[n] and low-pass h[n] filtering of the 
time domain signal and is defined by 
the following equations [14]: 

                                       
(2) 

 
                                                             

(3) 
 Where    and  are 

the outputs of the high pass () and 
low pass (h) filters, respectively after 
down sampling by 2. Figure (1) 
shows the down sampling by 2 for 
three levels DWT decomposition. 

4. Algorithm  
First, a segment of speech 

consist of 26 words (20 seconds) is 
decomposed by applying DWT. This 
speech segment is transformed from 
spatial domain to frequency domain. 
The transformation and decomposition 
was performed to the third level (D1, 
D2 and D3) as shown in fig. (1)  

Second, an image of 512x512 
pixels (standard Lean see fig .8), 
where processed and multiplied by key 
factor then embedded in the third level  
of speech details  D3 so we get the 
stego-speech.  

Third, Reverse Discrete 
Wavelet Transform (RDWT) is 
applied  to get  a speech with hidden 
object (image) often called stego- 
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speech . The stego- speech cannot be 
distinguished from the original speech 
signal. In another words it is 
impossible to differentiate between the 
stego-speech and the original speech 
by the human  eye characteristics. 

 Fourth, spectral domain 
analysis using Discrete Fourier 
Transform (DFT) and Fast Fourier 
Transform Algorithm (FFTA) is 
applied to the stego-speech component 
and the results have been compared 
with the spectral  of the original 
speech component.  

Fifth, many experiments have 
been conducted using Matlab Package 
Version 8 to evaluate this approach. 
 
5.  Results And Discussions  

     Fig. 2. Shows the original speech 
signal and the DWT decomposed 
components. Three levels of the 
details, level 1(D1), level 2 (D2), level 
3 (D3) and the third level of the 
approximation A3. 

       Fig. 3. (3-a) Shows the summation 
of the original speech details D1, D2, 
D3 and the third level of the 
approximation A3. Fig.(3-b) shows the 
same components of (3-a) except that 
the third level of the details contain the 
processed image of 512x512 pixels 
embedded in this level. If we examine 
carefully the two figures, we find they 
are identical in appearance. Figure (3-c 
and 3-d) contains the same 
components of fig. (3-a, 3-b) except 
that the approximations components is 
removed. Again we can see very 
clearly that the two figures are 
identical. 

       Fig. 4. Shows (a) the original 
speech signals  20 seconds. (b) Shows 
the stego–speech. Comparing the two 
figures we find they are excellently 
closely identical. The calculated mean 
square errors are 0.00061. This error is 
not detectable by the human ears.  

  Fig. 5. Shows the results of 
using Discrete Fourier Transform 
(DFT) ,Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFTA) Algorithm to analyze the 
stego-speech . (5-a). Shows the 
magnitude spectrum of the original 
speech. (5-b) , Shows the magnitude 
spectrum of the stego-speech. 
Comparing these spectrums we find 
the difference is very clear we can say 
they are two different spectrums. In (5-
b) many frequency components are 
come out. These components 
indicating the presence of other 
information not related to the original 
speech information. The phase 
changes depicted in Fig. (5-c, 5-d) are 
related to the magnitude spectrums of 
(5-a, 5-b) successively.  The 
differences between the two phases are 
also clear. The common fact we can 
get from  the magnitude spectrums and 
phase changes of the original speech 
and the stego-speech they are strongly 
different. This means that they are 
containing two different information. 
This is the strong evidence of presence 
hidden object in stego-speech. 

  Figure 6. (6-a) Shows the 
power spectrum of the original speech 
signal. (6-b) shows the power 
spectrum of the stego-speech. These 
two figures are completely different in 
their external appearance and inner 
content (frequency components ). This 
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is very natural because (6-a) represent 
the power spectrum of the original 
speech only, while (6-b) represent the 
power spectrum of the processed 
image (512x512 pixels) and the 
original speech. This difference in 
internal content and external 
appearance  characteristics  again is 
very strong evidence leaving no doubt 
that using DFT-FFTA is very efficient 
in detecting or steganalysis of hidden 
object in data files. 

  Figure.7.(a) shows the original 
image standard image from Matlab. 
version 8 (Lena 512x512 pixels). (b). 
Shows the reconstructed hidden image. 
The calculated peak signal to noise 
ratio (PSNR) is 49.9251 which is good 
enough as compared to the published 
results [17-18]. 
6. Conclusions. 

The technique has been used 
provide, very strong evidence that it 
can be successfully employed to detect  
hidden object in  a speech signal. The 
technique can be applied to any kind 
of cover file such as image, audio, 
video and any other files .This is 
because the technique utilize the 
frequency components (magnitude and 
power spectrum) of the stego file as a 
base for comparison with the original 
(or clean ) file spectrum. Theoretically 
it is impossible the two files can be 
identical, this because they are 
represent different information. 
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Figure (1) Three level  discrete wavelet  transform decomposition  
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Figure (2) Original speech and the three levels coefficients details D1, D2, D3,   

and the third level of the approximations A3. 
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Figure (3) (a) original speech components A3,D1,D2,and D3. (b) Stego-speech 

components A3,D1, D2 andD3. (C) original speech components D1,D2,and 
D3.(D) Stego-speech components D1,D2 and D3.  
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Figure (4) (a). The original speech. (b). The stego-speech 
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Figure (5) (a). Magnitude spectrum of the original speech. (b) Magnitude 

spectrum of the stego-speech. (c) Phase change of the original speech. (d) Phase 
change of the stego-speech. 
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Figure (6) (a) Power spectrum of the original speech. (b).power spectrum of 

stego- speech 

. 
Figure (7) (a) The original (standard Lina) image. (b) The reconstructed (from 

the hidden) image. 
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